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and it runs down into the oil cup C\ and thence to the surfaces to be lubricated. This method applies to the oiling of the cross-head pin of a steam engine. The' same method is sometimes applied to the crank-pin, but here, through a part of the revolution, the tendency of the centrifugal force is to force the oil out of the cup, and therefore the plan of oiling from the axis is probably preferable.
When journals are lubricated by feed oilers, and are so located as not to attract attention if the lubrication should fail for any reason, " tallow -boxes " or kt grease cups " are used. These are cup-like depressions usually cast in the box-cap and communicating by means of an oil hole with the nibbing surface. These cups are filled with grease that is solid at the ordinary temperature of the box, but if there is the least rise in temperature because of the failure of the oil-supply, the grease melts and runs to the rubbing surfaces, and supplies the lubrication temporarily. This safety device is used very commonly on line shaft journals.
The most common forms of feed oilers are: I. The oil cup with an adjustable valve that controls the rate of flow. II. The oil-cup with a wick feed (Fig. 141). The delivery has a tube inserted in it which projects nearly to the top of the cup. In this tube a piece of wicking is inserted, and its end clips into the oil in. the cup. The wick, by capillary attraction, carries the oil slowly and continuously over through the tube to the rubbing surfaces. III. The cup with a copper rod (Fig. 142). The oil-cup is filled with grease that melts with a very slight elevation of temperature, and A is a small copper rod dropped into the delivery tube and resting on the surface of the journal The slight friction between the rod and the journal warms the rod and it melts the grease in contact" with it, which runs down the rod to the rubbing surface. .IV. Sometimes a part of the surface of the bottom half of the box is cut away and

